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Abstract

The students ofiinglish Department of FKIP Universitas Bung Hatta need to have sufficient grammatical and
communicative competence in the English language. It is sure that the ideal expectation should be
collectively supported with any resources and programs. Based on a small preliminary research conducted at
the English Department in Grammar IV class, it r,vas fcund that many students \.vere not able to identify
sentence types and sentential components when they were asked to do such grammatical tasks. There rvere
many 'unexpected' answers given by ttre students when they were asked to identify sentence types and
sentential components. The condition academically reflects the unsuccessful instructions at the English
Department. This paper discusses the students' inability issues based on two principle questions, namely: (i)
vhy are the sludenls unable lo identify sentence types and sentential components granmatically?; and (ii)
v,hat should be academically done to improve their ability to identifu sentence types and sentential
components as an efective way lo shape better model for gram,nar instnrction? The data presented in this
paper are those collected based on a small preliminary research at the Enljlish Department of FKIP
Universitas Bung Hatta in 2014. The population was the third year students of the department rvhich
comprised 104 students. The sample wis selected by using cluster random sampling technique and it
consisted of 35 students. The analysis and discussion are based on theories on fundamental English grammar
and basic principles of learnin_s a foreign language grammar.
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A- Introduction
It is belie'r'ed that the learning outcomes of English as a Foreign Language (EFL) are the result of

the interactions-betu'een the academic instructional processes, the human resources of the instructional
programs, student factors, and the institutional facilities. In addition, some teaching methodologists also use
the term teaching context to refer to the environment set by the teacher and the institution through the course
structure, curriculum content, methods of teaching and assessment. The student f-actors, on another side. may
include prior knorvledge, ivays of learning. motivation, expectation- etc. Both student and teaching presage
factors interact in particular and complex ways to produce an approach to leaming (Biggs. 1989; and see also
Refnita- 2013a- b). Therefore- the learning outcomes are ideally resulted from instructional programs and
practical execution in the field.

It has not been questioned anymore that there are many components needed in any' instructional
programs, especially in a second and/or foreign language instruction. Among the components is building
students' linguistic competence particularly on the basic grammatical rules and sentential components of a

learnt language. It is primary fbr the English Department students of FKIP Universitas Bun_e Hatta because
thev are academicalll prepared and trained to be the teachers ofEFL at high schools.

The ideal learning outcomes of grammar instruction are nof so easy to obtain. Based on the
obsen,ation executed as the preliminarl part of classroom research conducted in 2014 and u'riter's
experience as a lecturer of English Gramntar and Lliriting subjects at the E,nglish Depaftment of FKIP
Universitas Bung Hatta- it had been lbund that there rvere a lot of grammatical problems laced and made b;'
the learners in doing grammar tasks. even in final-term test. In particular, thel, '"r'ere not able to identili
sentence types and sentential components rvhen they rvere asked to do so. Whereas. they- should not have had
such elementarv mistakes as they had taken Cramnnr /Z sub-iect as the continuation of- Grammar I-
Granmar II. and Gramntar IIl. ll is assumed that the students did not have sufllcient competence on
elementarl' grammar of EFL.

It seems that the students lailed to master the basic grammatical f-eatures and sentential components
cf English that they had already learned previously in Gramnnr I, Grammar II, and Gramnrar /// sub.iects.
They could nott inte-erate the leaming materials of the successive grammatical sub.iects. As the candidates of
EFL teachers, however- they should have had sufticient grammatical competence and knorvledge ol English
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grarnmar rn order to support their language skills. Thel should understand as \\,ell that English- in Indonesia,
is taucht as a lbreign lan,euage (FL) in u'hich it has academic and socio-grammatical spe;ifications. English
is academically and practicall)' taught for multilingual learners. The unique socio-grammatical conditions
certainlv need serious-academic attention in order to have better learning outcomes.

Although the grammatical mistakes made by the students in oral communication are sometimes
permissible- they are no1 relatively allowed in u'ritten one; grammatical mistakes and problems should be
avoided in written langua-ee. in fact. Students' inabitity to identity sentence types and sentential components
rvhen thel'are taking llnal-term teslol Grammar IV subjecl is surely not expecied an)more. In other side- the
{acls tell differently: man} students of English Department of FKIP Universitas Bung Hatta. padang got
difficulties to successfully identify the sentence types and sentential components rvhen thel u,ere takh-e
final-term test of Grammar IV subiect.

This paper. r'vhich rvas developed based on a part of research results conducted in 201412015
ac:-rijcmic year at the,iinglish Department of FKIP Universitas Bung Hatta, Padang, discusses: (i) tt,hy are the
studlnts unable Io identify sentences types and senlential components grammatically?; and (ii) v,hat shotrld
he academically done lo improve their ability to identify sentences types and senlential componeng as an
efectire v'sy lo shape better models for grammar instruction? The data are students, grammatical
problems/mistakes found in their answers of final-term test of Grarnmar IV subject. The data rvere collected
at the time rvhen the final-term test of Grammar IV stbject took place at the English Department of FKIp
Universitas Bung Hatta in 2014. The data analysis presented in this paper is still preliminary stage in order to
knou.the general problems faced by students in learning English grammar.

B. Brief Review of Related Theories
l. Grarhmatical Theories and Language Teaching

Linguistically, human language consists of four main layers: form, meaning. function. and value.
The four layers interact in natural-systematic rvays and used by human beings as a main instrument olverbal
communication. Human beings acquire and leam the four layers in their first. second, or foreign tanguage(s).
Theoretically. it is believed that languages are learnable and teachable clue to the fact that thel:are systematic
and regulated. The regulations and rules goveming the language forms are simply ret-errei to as grammar
(see L}'ons. 1987; Stern, 1994). Grammar- in simple way. can be said as the abstracr rules governing the
forms and meaning of lan,euage so that it can be communicatively used. Thus- it is on a right point to say that
qi:]'nrmar in any'type should be taught and leamt in order to have linguistic compeience us a p.i.a.y
iiiundation for communicative skills.

According to Lyons (1987: 133). the term grammar originally goes back to a Greek word which
may be,.translated as "the.art of rvritin-e". But quite early in the history of Greek scholarship. this r.vord rvent
to a much r.vider sense and come to embrace the rvhole study of a language. ln receni development of
linguistic theories, grammar is particularly reflerred to morphological and syntactical levels of language. Stern
(1994) argues that Iinguistic theories and grammatical concepts and descriptions have been giving significant
contributions to the theories and practices of language teaching. It is not questioned un;--or" that teaching
directly implies learning r.vith a further implication that language teaching should be treated as the activities
rvhich are consciously intended to bring about language learning.

Bv means olsome reasons. grammatical theories and descriptions should be accommodated in grder
to have successful language teaching and learning. In this sense. Stern (1994: 166) lurthermore srares that the
idea that language teaching theory implies the theory of language and that of lin-euistics had a direct
contribution to language pedagogy become more and more accepted. Based on Spolski's. Stern (1994) adds
that the relations betu'een Iinguistics and language teaching as dual:'applications and implications'. The
descriptions ollangua-ee made b1 linguists can be'applied' in the sense thar thel,provide the data needed fbr
rvriting about teaching gramma6. course books. and dictionaries. The need forgrammar teaching in an1, lorm
and level oflanguage teaching and learning is not only for the first language (Ll) and the second language
(t.2) but of course tbr fbleign langua-ee (FL). Accordin-e to Brorvn (2001: 65). one thing that must be
r:oncerned rvith is the language itselland hou, leamers deal '"vith complex linguistic slstems. The linguisric
s)stems- described b-"- linguists as qrammar- are those making humans' Ianguages possible to learn and to
teach. Therefbre- the grammatical rules and other related matters should be brought into an1, language
lcarnin-e programs.

The teaching-learninq o1- En-slish as a fbreign language (EFL) in lndonesia at universi6, level
belon-as tcl the leaching-lealning o1'EFL lbr adults. Learners of English at uni.r'ersitv are idealll, not beginners
ar\rllorc because thel.har: been learning the fbreign languagc lbr at least six rears at high schools. Related
t',-; lhe aee of learners in fbreign language lealning. the experts in language teaching have dii-ierent opinions
about the critical and better ages for FL learning. Stern (1994: 366-367) says that language learning ma1
Llccur at diff'erent maturity levels tiom the earll )ears into adult life. No age or stage stands out as optional or
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critical lbr all aspects of an L2 or an FL learning. For decisions on the best age for language learning a
strictly developmental balance sheet, based on ps1.'chological studies- cannot be the only. consideration. A
language can be taught (and learnt) from any age uprvards. Thus- it may be argued that the grammar learning.
as reducing form linguistic description, is highly essential lor EFL leaming in Indonesia.

In accordance with the need for linguistic theories and grammar learning. Brorvn (200 1 : 90-91 ) sai s
that adults have superior cognitive abilities that can render them more successfullf in cerlain classroom
endeavors. Their needs for sensory inputs can rely a little more on their imaginations- Their level of shvness
can be equal to or greater than that of children, but the,v- usually have acquired a sell'-confidence not found in
children. The followings are some points related to the teaching-learning of an L2 and./or an FL fbr adults.
(i) Adults are more able to handle abstract rules and concepts;
(ii) Adults have longer attention spans for material that may not be intrinsically interesting to them:
(iii) Sensory input needs not always be qr,rite varied rvith adults. but one of the secrets of lively adults

classes is their appeal to multipte senses; I
(iv) Adults often bring a modicum of general self-confrdence (global sell--esteem) into a classroom: and
(v) Adults, with their more developed abstract thinking ability- are better able to understand context-

reduced segment of language.
Based on the description above. adult or advanced learners, particularly at university, level- need to

theoretically and acadernically study grammar in details. The studies and better understanding on linguistic
theories and grammatical systems are really needed to build a better foundation of linguistic competence.
Learners of English at advanced level have to know the nature of English grammar to support the
communicative skills in the FL. Tense and aspect as a part of main grammatical f-eatures of English. lbr
instance, should be introduced and taught to university students descriptivell, and pedagogically. Among the
others, introducing and understanding sentence types and sentential components are the basic grammatical
theories that should be involved in grammar learning. The theoretical and practical matters of tense- sentence
types, sentential components should be comprehended by advanced leamers, particularly by those as the
candidates of teachers of EFL.

2. Grammar in EFL Learning: Hoty necessary is it for Indonesian?
Linguistically, the nature of grammar in human language is concerned rvith the rules and svstems on

the level ofsounds,'tvords or lexicons, clauses and sentences- and meaning (see Lyons- 1990; Song. 2001).
The nature is tied to a variety of features either universal or unique. If English grammar and the qrammar of
bahasa Indonesia are compared. for example, some difl'erences as rvell as similarities are easily' lbund. One
of important difftirences is that English is a tensed language, while bahasa Indonesia and the majority of
Malay languages ere tenseless language (see Lyons- 1987: Jufrizal- 2010; Refnita- 2013a- b). Another
difference can be seen on aspect, modality, and phrase structure. In English- aspeii and modalitl' are
expressed in predicate; while in bahasa Indonesia thel' are simplv expressed by means of lexical items. In
addition- English phrase structure is arranged by having the modifier precede the modifled items. u,hile in
bahasa Indonesia the modified item precedes the modifier (see turther Lyons, 1990: Saeed. 1997: Jufrizal.
2010). Such -erammatical differences may be parts of important reasons to say that learning E,FL grammar is
necessary for Indonesian learners.

ln addition, linguistic description on sentential constructions concerning rvith the sentence tvpes and
sentential components should be academically mastered by EFL learners in Indonesia in order that thev are
able to construct and create grammatical sentences rvhen they are speaking or uriting. Then- it is also helpful
to understand u'ritten text u'hen they are reading. For the candidates of EFL teachers- the ability, to identill
sentence types and sentential components is necessary because ther are going to introduce them to the
learners. It is not good nervs- as a matter of fact, il the universitl students prepaled and trained lbr EFL
teachers do not have sufllcient grammatical competency to identif,r' the sentence ty,pes and sentential
components correctly.

Furthermore, Williams in Bygate et.al. (eds.) (1994:109-l l0) practically explains rhar there is a
considerable diffelence betr'veen teaching grammar to non-native speakers and that to native speakers. Native
speakers are already competent in their language varieties. 'fhe1' knon the fbrms and the meanins.s ol'
language: there is a fbrm-function lusion for them. In teaching grammar to a native speaker of English. then-
this communicative rule rvould not have to be taught - unless one uished to ensure a\\.areness ol- it. The
position of non-native speakers. hou'ever. is difl'erent. They lvould harc to be taught the meanine associated
rvith the structures. If learners are not taught or given the oppoftunitl to learn. they u ill ner el knou, because
the relationship betu'een syntactic tbrm and meanin-e is as arbitrarl as that bctrreen lt.ris and meaning.
Knor.vledge about the dilference betrveen She didn't go and She doesn't go needs to be possessed bl non-
native speakers because it is an important rule in communicatir/e grammar. l'he possession of such
knorvledge helps people 'to say r.vhat they mean'.
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Another important idea on the signiticance of teaching grammar iri any ianguage learning program,
including the EFL learning in Indonesia- is strongll' claimed by Tonkyn (in Bygate et.al (eds.)- 1994:61.
Acclrding to him. it is r'videly believed that a formal grammar instruction can help to pievent the premature
los:iiization rrhich an excessiye emphasis on thc pertbrmance of communieative tasks may bring. Besides. it
can assist learners, especiall) adults. to learn more rapidly and efficiently. It may happen because adults ca:r

better understand abstract rules and drau' logical conclusion for communicative purpose.
Grammar instructions becomes more necessarl'tbr the students of the English teacher training anJ

education because it is almost impossible lbr them to have better English language skills if they do not hare
li;r grammatical competence and langua-ee a\vareness. The communicative competence in the lbur langu:ge
skills are normally supponed by good grammatical competence. Wellplanned grammatical in-s:ruciir.: j .' .

-eive academic effects to better language a\vareness and ability'in the four language skills. Althougir g:ir'::i.:
may have direct and close contribution to rvriting skill, but it is practically helpful for other langu:ge si,.:r1,s

{see Uso-Juan et.al in Uso-Juan and Marlinez-Flor (eds.1}".2006:391;' Frodesen in Celce-\lurci; r.ec.i-

2041:233 -239).
As adciitional idea, Leech (in Bygate et.al. (eds.), 1994:18) states that knowledge of language.

especially grammar. needs to be possessed by a language teacher. Accordingly, a 'model' teacher of
languages ideally should: (i) be capable of putting across a sense of how grammar interacts with the lexicon
as a communicative-cultural system (both 'communicativeness' and 'system' will need independent
attention); (ii) be able to analyze the grammatical problems the learners encounter; (iii) have the ability and
confidence to evaluate the use of grammar. especially by learners, against criteria of accuracy,
appropriateness and expressiveness; (iv) be au'are of the contrastive relations between native language and
lbreign Ianguage; (v) understand and implement the processes of simplification by which ovefi knorvledge of
grammar can be best presented to learners at different stages of learning-

3. Pedagogical Grammar in EFL Learning
The term pedagogical grammar is commonly used in language leaming as the addition to descriptive

and prescriptive grammar. The three terms are theoreticalll' derived ltom linguistic studies and anal)'ses.
parlicularly in the senses of grammatical description. As stated by Lyons (1987:42 - 43), descriptire
linguistics studies and describes the language phenomena as u,hat they are. Through descriptive grammar.
linguists try to describe the grammatical systems of human languages and to develop general linguistic
theor-ics. In contrast, prescriptive linguistics explains the languaee phenomena as rvhat they should be: it is a
kind of normative grammar. Prescriptive Iinguistics discusses the "purity" or "correctness"; it is about "right''
and ''rvron_e" in language uses. Following the ideas. the terms descriptive grammar and prescriptive grammar
are u,ell-knorvn amGng grarnmarians and linguists. In particular cases- tl-rese terms are also used in language
teaching and language planning theories.

Furthermore, Lyons (1987: 43 - 44) argues that the linguists' first task is to describe the u'ay people
actually speak and rvrite their language. not to prescribe horv they' ought to speak and rvrite. The idea claims
that linguistics is descriptive. not prescriptive (or normative). Horvever. it does not mean that linguists have
to say''no place' for prescriptive studies on language. In some positions. the ideas of prescriptive grammar
are academically needed. In particular. there are ofcourse obvious administrative and educational adlantages
in having a natively' unified literary standard. It ma;- be stronqlv stated that the descriptive grammar as one
form of descriptive linguistic rvorks contributes to theories and framer'r'orks in linguistics- meanrvhile the
prescriptive grammar may be useful in literarv uses oflanguaee such as language in school, standardizatlon-
administrative language, or language planning.

The pedagogical grammar. in addition- is another tlpe of sramnrar r','hich is academically needed in
language learning. For the academic purposes in practice. there are- at least- three types of gt'ammar

necessarilf introduced. Thel are (i) academic grammar lor universitr" students. (ii) teachers' grammar. and
(iii) grammar lor learners. The academic grammar firr unir'ersitl students should be theoretical and
descriptive. lt seems that the academic grammar is the grammar tbr advanced learners. The grammar for
learners. in other side, is intended to be practical. selective- sequerrced. and task-oriented. The lealner
grammar is rvritten and composed based on learners' levels and academic needs. Then, the teachers'
qrammar may be in the matter of acadcmic and learners' grammar (l-eech in By'gate et.al (eds.), 1994:17).
l-e*:h adds that the tlpes and levels of qrammar ibr academic purposes at schools should be practicalll and
acadcm ical l1' selected.

ln lelated ideas. Chalker in Blgate et.al (eds.)- 1994) introduces one more tvpe ol grammar called
pedagogical grammar. The idea of' pedagogical .rammar introduced b1' Chalker can be said as the

accommodation of the ideas o1'academic and learners- grammar by making pedagogical modiflcations in
order to achieve specitic and practical goals in leamine a lansuaqe. -lhe main aim of lcarning grammar in
pedagogical sense is to enable leamers to be skilllul in listening. speaking. readin-e- and rvriting. The term
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glammar in this case does not rel'er to theoretical and complex phenomena as linguistics tells: it simpll' ref'ers
to rules, In addition, Odlin in Odlin (ed.) (1994:1. I l) says that the term pedagogical grammar usualll'
denotes the types of grammatical anall,sis and instruction designed for the needs of second (and foreign)
language students. It is a practically' oriented hybrid drar.ving on rvork in several fields. The ideal form of
pedagogical grammar is not static; it ma1' be develop and designed based on dynamic aims and description of
language uses.

Pedagogical grammar- according to Chalker (in B1'gate et.al (eds.). 1994: 32-33), is grammar tbr
pedagogues. Based on Greenbaum's. she describes that pedagogical grammars (that is, grammar books) teach
the language and not about the lan,euage. They are inherently prescriptive. since their purpose is to tell
students lvhat to say or u,rite. A pedagogical grammar is a course book. intended for self-help and offering
comprehensive coverage. Such kind ofbooks has five desirable characteristics, namely:

(i) it must be constrained by' the length of class lessons:
(ii) it should be determined on psycholinguistic grounds (i.e. in accordance v*ith the best

methods for learning a foreign language);
(iii) grammar topics and material should be graded;
(iv) Iearners should be helped by having their attention drawn to general rules; and
(v) it should be provided for practical applications (possibly with exercises in a separate book).
It may be argued that pedagogical grammar is not merely as grammar for learners, but as a specific

type of course book. Pedagogical grammars are the books specifically designed for teaching a foreign
language, or for developing an awareness of the mother tongue. Therefore, the pedagogical grammar is
appropriately designed and used in EFL leaming at high-school levels (beginners) or in the first year of
learning English grammar at universit\'(intermediate level) in multilingual societies as in Indonesia.

D. Data Analysis and Discussion
The data presented and discussed in this paper rvere derived from a part of students' answers of

final-term testof Gramnnr IV subject (Part C of the uhole test). In the Part C, the students ivere asked to
identify': (i) the type of sentence (rvhether the sentence is incomplete. simple. compound, or complex one);
and (ii) sentential components (to detemine subject and verb (predicate) of the sentence). There were 20
(trventy) sentences that had to be identified by' the students concerning rvith sentence types and sentential
components; (5 items for incomplete sentence. 5 for simple sentence, 5 for compound sentence. and 5 for
complex sentence). Concernins r'vith the students' abilitl to identi[' sentence type. rvhether a sentence is
incomplete fust in form oldependent clause). simple, compound- or complex sentence, it can be described as

the lollorvings.
Ten out of 35 students'failed to identify'rvhethdr a group cf words is a dependent clause or a simple

sentence. 7 out of 35 could not identify. simple sentences correctly; 7 out of 35 students were not able to
identifl compound sentences correctly': and 14 out of 35 students rvere in serious problems to identify'
complex sentences (see Table l). The data shorved that the students tbund it difficult to the types of
sentences.

ble l: Students' Inabi to ldentitv Sentence S

Incomplete Sentence Simple Sentence Compound Sentence Complex Sentence
Number of Mistakes Number of Mistakes Number ol Mistakes Number of Mistakes
0 I 2 J 4 ) 0 2 J 4 5 0 2 3 4 5 0 2 3 4 )

Total
Student
s

I

9

4 2 4 J J I

9
9 0 4 J 0 2

I

4 0 .t J I

2
6 J 6 2 6

Based on the detailed inlbrmation olstudents' inabilitl to identil_r'the sentence type depicted in the Table l-
it is academically reasonable to say that some students o1- English Department of FKIP Universitas Bung
Hatta rvho were takin_s Gramnrur /1,'sub.lect \\'ere not able to identif-v sentence types in English. This inability
reflects that the students r'r'ere lack ol basic _erammatical competence.
In addition to students' inabilitl to identit-r sentence t!'pes- the students also lbund difficulties to determine
sentential components correctl)'. Based on the data collccted- most students \\'ere not able to identify and/or
to determine the sentential components (sub.iect and verb/predicate of a sentence). l-his lact uas'-rvorse'' than
the preriious one: there \\'ere more grammatical laults made bl the students. A-eain- it rnal be reasonable to
assume that the)' rvere in serious ploblems in undcrslarrding basic English grarnmatical f-eatures. Details of
intbrmation olthe students' inabilitv are summanzed in the Table 2.

Sentential ComTable 2: Students' Inabilit to Identit:
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Sentence

Number of
Mistakes

Number of
Mistakes

Number of Mistakes Number of
Mistakes

0 2 3 4 5 0 I 2 J 4 5 0 2 J 4 5 I 2 J 4 5

Total
Student
S

I
J

-) 4 4 I

0
3 6 5 8 6 7 6 7 5 4 J I

0

I J -t 6 4 I

8

Why are lhe students unable to identifu the sentence types and sentential components grammatically
and correctly? To ansrver this question, direct-incidental interview r,vith 5 students randomly selected outside
the formal class was done. Based on the interview and writer's experience as a Grammar teacher at the
English Department of FKIP Universitas Bung Hatta, at least, there are five causes of students' inability to
identify sentence types and sentential components. Firstly, most students had low reading compreficnsion
skill. They did not have high motivation to read and to revierv their learning materials after fbrmal classes.
The condition lead them to have limited information and knowledge on English grammar. The second lbctor
is that most students did not actively initiate to have independent learning or learning in groups. They forgot
the concept of credit hours system in rvhich they had to have independent learning in appropriate ways; there
were no group discussion, no individual learning, and no time to review the lesson.'Thirdly. some students
had bad learning habit rvhenever they had to do assignments; they liked to cheat each other and do the
exercise without any purpose of leaming. Fourthly, most students failed to apply (or to transfer) their
knowledge to the ner.v cases given. They might understand the concepts of grammar with the examples given
rvhen learning but they had difficulties to apply them to new cases and further examples; this is the problem
of having creative thinking and generaiizing. The last one, it seems that most students had low ability to
analyze and to synthesize cases, ideas, theories, or concepts. As a matter of fact, university students need to
have sufficient ability to analyze and to synthesize those essential matters ofscience.

Ilthat should be academically done to improve the inability to shape better model for grammar
instruction? On this occasion. indeed. the r.vriter claims that the students did not have sufficient knorvledge
on basic qrammar of En-elish (lack of grammatical competence) and they did not apply mastery learning
strategy as expected in credit hours system or competency-based curriculum. These r.veaknesses might be the
negative effects of unsuccessful learning program of En-elish Grammar subjects in -eeneral. Therefore- the
answers to this question rvere collected throu-eh a questionnaire distribution to the sample and observation on
the leaming condition that exists. Based on the data and information on students' inabilities. better model for
grammar instruction should be designed and executed in order that the students' problems can be solved. In
acCordance r.r.ith the results of intervieu' rvith severai students, writer's experience, and theoietical bases
relevantly used- it is pedagogically argued here that there are four academic-practical actions that should be
done to de"'elop a better model of grammar instruction, then. Firstly. linguistic-grammatical explanation
follor.ved b;- a tot of various examples is highly needed in the classroom interaction. This instructional-
classroom action mal' build and develop foundation of grammatical competence and knorvledge _erammatical
features- This is also helpful to attract students' attention to have critical thinking and the ability to anallze
and to synthesize amount of cases in grammar.

Secondl-v-. the grammar instruction in classroom should be seriously held in the principles of
pedago-eical grammar, especially those appropriately applicable for EFL in multilingual society, Iike in
Indonesia or in Padan-s. Grammar instructors have to hierarchically arrange the grammatical features,
academic explanation. and related examples in order to overcome the lack of ability to transfer knou,ledqe to
new cases (see Odlin in Odlin (ed.)- 1994: Chalker in Bygate et.al (eds.), 1994). lf it is necessarl'. the use of
Ll is relatively allorved to explain the essential grammatical l-eatures and supporl the theoretical explanation
rvith a lot of relevant examples- The third action to do to have better model of grammar instruction at
universih' Ievel is that to appl)' masterv learning strategy as expected by competency-based curriculum and
the standard qualification used. Bl this rvay. the learners have to be in the learning condition in r.vhich they
have mastered particular concepts or theories lollorved by the practical application needed. l-he lecturers of
English Grammar are responsible tbr creating a learning atmosphere that help the students achieve the main
goals of learning.

The last action to do is that doing remedial teaching/leaming rvhenever necessary. The experience as
(it'ammar lecturer tells that manl students are not ahvay's successful in understandin_e the materials of
leaming at once in the classroonr. Some students tiankly told the u,riter that they need remedial teaching
managed by the same lecturer(s) or assistance(s) academically pointed. Remedial teaching-learning
ps1'chologically ma1'have positive effect tor.vards the students'mastery on pafticulal items because it is an
activitl' rvith low academic and ps1-chological pressure. In remedial teaching-learning, lecturers and students
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are not in high-lbrmal interaction to discirss learning materials. It is a good learning context to achieve the
aim of maslery learning and to support students io achieve better learning outcomes in grammar of EFL.
E. Conclusion and Suggestion

The phenomena of students' inability to identif-v sentence types and sentential components may give
several academic messa,q.es and rvarnings for both quantitl' and quality of learning programs of English
grammar at the English Department of FKIP Universitas Bung Hatta. Padang. The learning materials of
grammar concerning sentence types and sentential components can be categorized as the basic-elementary
ones and those should have been students' competencies r.vhen they are in intermediate and in advanced
levels of grammar. The f-act, horvever, tells differently. Even though the students had been taking Grammar
IV subject, they' had not had sufficient grammatical knorvledge and competence as the candidates of EFL
teachers. The learning programs on grammar and sentential constructions need to be pedagogically evaluated
and academically improved in order that such elementary inability may be minimized. Any related matters
and context of learni.rig. particular in EFL grammar, should be well improved, then. Accordingly, researches
on the improvement of learning grammar at university level are highly suggested to do in any form.
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